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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

5.1 Conclusion 

 After analyzing the data, conlusion are drawn as the following : 

1. The color element is crucial for the culture, in this traditional tedak siten 

ceremony, the color of election is important in one of the ceremonial 

processions, which is believed by every Javanese person to have a high 

philosophical and life value. In this study there are seven different colors used 

in the traditional tedak siten ceremony namely; black, purple, blue, green, red, 

yellow, and white. 

2. The color symbol in this siten tedak can be seen from the object used, namely 

the jaddah with seven different colors, each color arranged in an arrangement 

that is already set and believed to have meaning for generations. 

3. Every culture must have a color that is used as a symbol, and each color must 

have meaning, but each individual can interpret and judge a meaning from the 

point of view of each. Sometimes the understanding of meaning itself can be 

different between universal meanings and meanings that embrace the theory 

of Barthes. According to Pierce's semiotic triangle theory, the meaning of 

color is judged from the universal meaning, as Black is often interpreted as 

something mystical, whereas according to Barthes' theory, black denotation 
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remains black, connotation black is often used by shamans, but black myths 

symbolize equality, because according to Javanese culture a shaman is the 

person with the most experience and they are considered to have a lot of 

experience and are considered to be able to lead, then black symbolizes 

equality 

 

5.2 Suggestions 

 In relation to the conclusion, suggestion are staged as the following : 

1. By understanding the theory its very important to help the reader to 

distinguish and look for the true meaning of a color, because sometimes 

differences in perception and culture will greatly make the meaning obtained 

is very different. 

2. The studens of English Department should develop and increase their 

knowledgr about the importance and cultural differences that will produce 

different results, the need for the ability to think and curiosity to make sense 

of something, like reading or having a conversation with other people. 

 

 

 


